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There's something in the filing that makes my eyes glaze - and filing for every long time puts me in danger of falling into a coma. Unfortunately, you hate it or not, when you're running a small business, you have to make a filing, or soon the table under the weight of all the paper that keeps piling up is going to give you a
hard time. What is co-investing with filing? Two approaches can help the problem. You can try to keep your time as short as possible (a method I've almost perfected in years of running an office) or to put your time into as much fun as possible (something I'm trying to achieve). Let's look at tips for cutting the time you
actually spend filing first. The first question about any paper that stares at you waiting to be filed is: Should this document be filed? Many of the documents that come in by mail can go directly into the chopper. For example, what is the point of filing ads or information letters from other companies? Once you're dealing with
mail, you read a piece of mail once, decide whether it's going to take a year from now and archive or dehuauco it accordingly. The chances are that you also file a lot of hard copies of documents that you don't have to file – and you shouldn't print at all. If electronic files are organized and follow the appropriate backup
process, you do not need to file paper copies of invoices or letters. So when you're faced with this pile of filing, make out the paper you can live without. Most of the paper I have to enter is business-related – and these documents must be entered into the accounting system before anything else is done. So instead of



making this certificate for the printer toner cartridge and filing it under P in my main filing system, I file it in my first filing system, a set of folders marked by month and year. For example, if I bought a toner cartridge in September 2017, it goes into that file along with all the other accounts, receipts, and other business
documents that occurred that month. Then it's a simple matter to work through the folder at the end of the month and make all the accounting entries that need to be done (or if you're not doing it yourself to pass the monthly folder to the accountant or bookkeeper). Keep in mind that we run a service business, not a retail
business, so sitting and working on invoices works for me once a month. If you need to keep accounts more frequent, you'll need to change the monthly folder idea accordingly. What happens when I use monthly accounting folders? The documents must be transferred to the main filing system. Instead of filing each
document separately according to its title, I logically comply with the filing process, which I find much faster. Let's take another example of printer toner Instead of filing this certificate under P for the printer toner cartridge, I would have filed it under Office Supplies Receipts, in the same place where I would file documents,
such as a post-it note collection certificate or a printer paper certificate. This not only allows faster filing, but makes it much easier to find documents later. There is no rule that says that you are limited to only one letter when creating the division of your archive system. And if you do that, your filing will make you
unnecessarily slow and complicated. Customize the filing system so that you can benefit from filing by the group and find the right place to place the document faster. For example, instead of having only part of my C-label filing system, I also have a section labeled Client Files. Files in Client Files are organized
alphabetically. The beauty of adapting the filing system in this way is that it can always be further distributed and organized if necessary. This allows the main client to have the file system section marked with its name in the Client Files section to help you find the documents associated with it. In this case, the tags on the
filing system would read B, C, Client Files, D... See how it's easier for your filing to become? Another tip for filing to speed up filing: don't forget to adjust the alphabet as well. Instead of having just an M section, mark one Mc too. The other great thing about using a two-step filing system, such as the one I described
above, is that it becomes much easier to keep the first stage of your system for filing (monthly folders) physically close to the workspace. You'll be much more thoving to file documents immediately, rather than letting them accumulate if you have a nearby, organized archive location. So place the last, current and monthly
folders for the next month in the tray or use the concertina file and place it in the length of your hand in the workspace. The bulk of your filing system (the main filing system, as we named it above, may be across the room or even in another room altogether, but in the interest of saving time, you don't have to get up to do
your first filing phase. The tips I've given you so far should help you reduce the time you spend filing and avoid a brain freeze. What if your time were funnier? In fact, the only strategy I've come up with here is to take out a bribe that rewards me with a cookie if I file a file for a certain amount of time. It will work, but it can
lead to putting on a lot of pounds if you have a lot of filing to do. Or you could do a more artistic approach, using all different colors for folder files and using unusual fonts or calligraphy for stickers. Whether or not this makes your filing more fun, it will certainly make it more attractive. And who knows? Maybe the fact that
your filing is so much faster, that it's so organized, will be a lot more fun. is a great way to Love of changing vehicles with a love of adventure. Off-roading can be done on different terrains, but always requires a special vehicle. In this section, you will find articles for off-roading. Ad Ad For removing excess wood, wood
raspa is used with a cutting and/or curved tooth. The piece of wood is finally smoothed with a single-cut or double-cut file. You may not need files for most hotfixes. If you decide to add something to your home-repair tool box, buy a pack of straight files - wood rasp, bastard, second incision, and smooth. Not what you're
looking for? Try this: Home Repair Tools: Whether you prefer to use yellow pages for anything that needs fixing around the house or consider yourself a common do-it-yourselfer, there are a handful of tools that everyone should have in your tool box. Learn more about them in this article. Abrasives: Choosing the right
abrasive to repair a home usually means the difference between medium results and a truly professional look. See this article for tips on using sanding paper, steel wool, and file. Steel wool: When using steel wool, you will want to choose the correct level of difficulty that is suitable for working at hand. For templates, see
this article. Sand paper: Abramular paper comes in countless forms. Find useful tips along with a chart that contains information about the types of sanding papers and uses on this page. Another day, another trip. Another week without contact with horse trading and home base policy. Travel is a regular part of the work
for any IT person in a multifunctional organization. Of course, we say we want to avoid that. I have a 22-month-old son, who I love to see every day, so yes. But the truth is, we can't do everything remotely. Of course, we do. It would be nice to sit in our cubes all day, every day, and never mind the ugly realization of
fieldwork. If we choose that, we lose track of important things. Things like what our customers actually do all day or why we're doing our job at all. Drivers who motivate THE IT groups who need them are losing their results on the pressures they need and the emergency rooms they face. Losing a trace of these things
makes us less effective. Just to begin with, let's forget that our work is not pieces and bytes; this is the supply of services (if not customer service) to people who face customers. It is also important that we are also hampered in the negotiations. If I do not know what my colleague really wants, what capacity he has and
what time frames he needs to respond to, then I cannot create a winning transaction for him. If I can't win him, then he has almost no reason to give up the things I really need. I'm going to talk a little more about this week's plan tomorrow. For now, I have an upgrade that I have to interfere with. Z.
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